The purpose of this study was to investigate how Korean English learners produce English front vowels differently in a reading passage and isolated sentences. Eleven Korean learners produced the front vowels [i, ɪ, ɛ, ae] embedded in the provided texts. The first and second formant values (F1 and F2) and vowel durations were analyzed using the Speech Analyzer program. The results showed that (1) Korean English learners have more difficulty producing English front vowels in a reading passage than isolated sentences; (2) 
Introduction
This study investigates the production of two tense and lax pairs of English vowels: the [i] / [ɪ] and [ɛ] / [ae] pairs. It is already well known that Korean learners struggle to produce the distinctions between these vowels since there is no tense lax distinction in Korean (Bohn & Flege, 1990; Ingram & Park, 1997; Yang, 1996; Yang, 2008) . However, it is difficult to find studies that compare vowel production from a reading passage and isolated sentences by the same participants. In real life, the chance to read or speak a passage is greater than that of isolated sentences. Hence, for the sake of analysis, both formats are worthy of investigation. Therefore, this study examines English learners' production of vowels from both a reading passage and isolated sentences.
Method
Eleven Korean males participated in this study. They were aged between 19 and 22, born in Korea, and have not lived in an English-speaking country for more than 3 months. They were asked to recite a reading passage. Figure 1 shows underlined words including the target vowels (stressed vowels). The participants were also asked to read isolated sentences containing words with the h(V)d (e.g., heed, hid, head, and had), b(V)d and b(V)t sounds. These target words were embedded in the sentence template, "Say _______ for me." There was a boy whose hands were black with shoe polish. But his eyes shone with hope.
As his parents could not take care of him, he had to make a living by shining shoes. This boy tried to smile even in difficult times. The boy kept singing while he was polishing shoes. People asked him if he liked shining shoes. He said, "Sure, I'm brushing up on hope." His face was like the stars in the night sky. The boy who was brushing up on hope later became a great movie star and producer. This is the story of Charlie Chaplin, who made Modern Times and The Kid.
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Koreans is shorter than that of native speakers. The comparative native speaker data (isolated sentences) was taken from Kim (2010). 
Conclusion
This study shows that Korean English learners have more difficulty producing English front vowels in a reading passage than isolated sentences -even though produced by same participants. These results should be considered when conducting English pronunciation instruction with Korean learners. Differing from these types of isolated text, supra-segments such as intonation and accent should also be considered for reading passages.
